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ABSTRACT

Perovskite semiconductors have emerged as a promising class of materials

for optoelectronic applications. Their favorable device performances can be

partly justified by the defect tolerance that originates from their electronic

structure. The effect of this inherent defect tolerance, namely the absence of

deep trap states, on the photoluminescence (PL) of perovskite nanocrystals

(NCs) is currently not well understood. The PL emission of NCs fluctuates in

time  according  to  power  law  kinetics  (PL  intermittency,  or  blinking),  a

phenomenon that has been explored over the past two decades in a vast

array of nanocrystal (NC) materials. The kinetics of the blinking process in

perovskite  NCs  have  not  been  widely  explored.  Here,  PL  trajectories  of

individual orthorhombic cesium lead bromide (CsPbBr3) perovskite NCs are

measured using a range of excitation intensities. The power law kinetics of

the bright NC state are observed to truncate exponentially at long durations,

with  a  truncation  time  that  decreases  with  increasing  intensity  before

saturating at a single exciton intensity. The results indicate that a diffusion-

controlled  electron  transfer  (DCET)  mechanism is  the  most  likely  charge

trapping  process,  while  Auger  autoionization  plays  a  lesser  role.  Further

experimentation and theoretical work are needed to gain a comprehensive

understanding of the photophysics in these emerging materials.
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INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor  nanocrystals  (NCs)  have  many  optical  and  electronic

properties  that  are  unique  from,  and  often  superior  to,  their  bulk

counterparts. These include discrete, size-tunable optical transitions, narrow

photoluminescence (PL) linewidths, high photoluminescence quantum yields

(PLQYs),  and  facile  solution-based  syntheses.  This  has  motivated  both

fundamental research into these materials as well as the development of NC-

based devices  and applications.  Numerous  compositions  can be routinely

synthesized and have been extensively researched, typically for the II-VI, III-

V,  and  IV-VI  families  of  semiconductors.  Recently,  ionic  perovskite

semiconductors have emerged as promising materials for incorporation into

optoelectronic devices such as solar cells,1–3 light-emitting diodes (LEDs),4,5

and lasers,6–8 and several inorganic and hybrid organic-inorganic perovskite

nanostructures have been successfully synthesized.9,10 Inorganic cesium lead

halide,  CsPbX3 (X = Cl,  Br,  I),  perovskite  NCs exhibit  composition-tunable

narrow  emission  lines  and  high  PLQYs  even  in  the  weak  electronic

confinement regime and without  a passivating shell.10 Metal  chalcogenide

NCs such as CdSe, in comparison, must be engineered with a passivating

semiconductor shell,  good ligand coverage, and at sizes comparable to or

smaller than the Bohr exciton radius to achieve high PLQYs. 

In  most  covalently-bound  semiconductors  like  silicon,  the  valence  and

conduction  bands  originate  from  bonding-antibonding  orbital  pairs.  The
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presence of defects, for example vacancies, interstitials, and substitutions,

results in defect energy levels that can be located deep within the bandgap.

These  trap  states  open  up  nonradiative  channels  by  which  the

semiconductor can decay, decreasing the PLQY, among other effects. Lead

halide perovskites, however, have an electronic structure that is inherently

defect tolerant due to a lack of bonding-antibonding interaction between the

valence  and  conduction  bands.11–13 While  the  valence  band  maximum

originates from the strong antibonding interaction between the Pb 6s and X

np atomic orbitals, the empty Pb 6p orbitals couple to form the conduction

band minimum.13 A defect tolerance emerges from this orbital interaction in

which  most  intrinsic  defects  result  in  shallow trap states  and resonances

within the bands. In CsPbBr3, intrinsic defects that do induce deep trap levels

have high formation energies  (>1 eV) and thus minimal concentrations.13

While these electronic structure explanations help to justify why lead halide

perovskites exhibit a pronounced tolerance to defects, many questions still

remain  regarding  how  the  absence  of  deep  trap  states  affects  carrier

dynamics in perovskite NCs.

An important way to probe the effects of trap states on carrier dynamics is

through PL measurements of single NCs. This is because the PL of a single

NC fluctuates in time, directly as a result of the interactions between charge

carriers and trap states. This PL blinking in single NCs has been studied for

two decades in many traditional NC materials and most extensively in CdSe.
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There is no single mechanism that can fully account for all the observations

of  PL  blinking  behavior,  but  blinking  is  consistently  attributed  to  the

interaction  of  charge  carriers  localizing  at  defect  sites  in  the  NC,  at  the

surface,  or  external  to  the  NC.14,15 This  charge  carrier  trapping  can  be

beneficial in certain architectures of photodetectors such as photoconductors

if  only  one  type  of  carrier  is  localized,  but  it  is  undesirable  for  most

optoelectronic  devices.  Charge  trapping  introduces  nonradiative

recombination pathways that are detrimental in LEDs, lasers, and imaging

and tracking applications, and it decreases charge mobility and transport,

which are crucial parameters in solar cells. 

To understand how charge carrier  trapping leads to PL blinking,  photon

counts are typically binned to create a time trajectory of PL intensity, which

is then separated into bright, ‘on’ periods and dark, ‘off’ periods by applying

a threshold level to the trajectory. The series of on and off durations are then

used  to  calculate  the  corresponding  probability  distributions  of  the  PL

trajectory. In semiconductor NCs, the probability P (τi ) of an on or off duration

occurring follows a power law,  P (τi )∝τ i
−α i, where  α i is the power law slope

and scaling exponent. The off periods typically obey this simple power law on

the timescale of most experiments, while the on periods can be fit to an

exponentially-truncated  power  law,  P (τi )∝τ i
−α i e−τi /τ c,  where  the  truncation

time,  τc,  is  the  time  at  which  the  power  law  kinetics  cross-over  to
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exponential  kinetics.  The  power  law  behavior  of  the  on   off  processes

reveals  distributed  kinetics  that  have  no  characteristic  time  scale.  The

exponential truncation indicates that either the on  off process at long on

durations occurs at a single rate, or the distributed rate process saturates at

long on durations.

One class of proposed explanations to account for PL blinking kinetics is

based  on  photoinduced  charging.  Upon  charging  of  the  NC,  subsequent

excitation leads to nonradiative Auger recombination of a trion that proceeds

orders  of  magnitude  faster  than  radiative  recombination,  until  the  NC  is

reneutralized. Many models of this type have been developed, and typically,

their main differences lie in the charging pathway that initiates the on  off

process.16–22 The most widely accepted pathway for photoinduced charging is

Auger  autoionization,  in  which  one  exciton  in  a  biexciton  or  multiexciton

state  decays  nonradiatively  via  an  energy  transfer  to  ionize  one  of  the

charge carriers of the second exciton.16 Another mechanism that has been

very successful in predicting observed PL blinking behavior is the diffusion-

controlled  electron transfer  (DCET)  model.23 Here,  the PL suppression (off

state) is again attributed to Auger recombination of a trion, but the on  off

transitions are not due to Auger autoionization, but are instead facilitated by

electron transfer between two displaced Marcus parabolas, corresponding to

the neutral and charged NC states. Finally, since several experiments have

revealed  that  Auger  trion  recombination  cannot  explain  all  PL  blinking
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phenomena, such as a lack of correlation between PL intensity and lifetime24

and the low PLQY of the off state,25–27 another set of mechanisms have been

proposed that do not involve Auger recombination of charged NCs. These

rely on trapping rates that fluctuate with time and can involve a fast removal

of a hole to a surface trap state28,29 or direct trapping of hot electrons to a

surface state,24 followed by rapid nonradiative recombination.

The  experimental  PL  blinking  observations  that  contributed  to  the

development  of  these  theoretical  frameworks  have  been  based  on

semiconductor  compositions  of  type  III-V,  and  IV-VI,  and  II-VI,  with  the

majority  being  II-VI  materials.  How  charge  carrier  trapping  occurs  in

perovskite NCs and how it manifests itself in the PL of a single perovskite NC

has not been well established. While several experiments have been carried

out,  the results  have varied widely,  and a clear picture has not emerged

regarding how NCs without  deep intrinsic  trap states compare with  more

traditional semiconductor NC compositions.30–36 In this work, PL trajectories of

over 130 single CsPbBr3 NCs are recorded over four  excitation intensities

(Iex), without significant photobleaching throughout the total acquisition time

for  each.  The  probability  distributions  of  the  on  and  off  durations  are

obtained and the intensity dependence of the power law truncation times

considered in the context of PL blinking models. The on-state truncation time

is found to initially decrease with excitation intensity, non-quadratically, until

a saturation is reached when an average of a single exciton is formed per
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pulse. These observations indicate that an Auger autoionization mechanism

cannot account for the power law truncation on its own, and the results point

towards a DCET mechanism for the on  off trapping process. 

METHODS

Weakly confined CsPbBr3 NCs with an edge length of 10   1.5 nm (Bohr

exciton diameter of 7 nm10) were synthesized following a known procedure.10

Recent Rietveld refinement and pair distribution function analyses of X-ray

total scattering data confirm that the room temperature crystal structure of

CsPbX3 NCs is orthorhombic with the space group Pnma.37 A dilute solution of

the  NCs  in  toluene  was  mixed  with  a  3%  Poly(methyl

methacrylate)(PMMA)/toluene solution in a 1:1 ratio to help with dispersion,

then  drop-cast  onto  a  UV-grade  fused-silica  coverslip.  The  coverslip  was

mounted  in  a  modified  Olympus  IX71  inverted  confocal  microscope,

equipped  with  a  2D  piezoelectric  scanning  stage  (PI  517)  and  z  stage

(homebuilt).  Pulsed  excitation  at  400  nm  was  achieved  by  the  second

harmonic of the output of a Coherent RegA9000 amplifier (200 fs, 300 kHz)

seeded by a Coherent Mira900 oscillator. The excitation light was focused

through a  100, 1.3 NA oil immersion objective (Nikon PlanFluor) onto the

coverslip surface. Fluorescence was collected in an epifluorescence scheme,

using a dichroic mirror (Semrock, Di405) and several long-pass and band-

pass filters, and focused to two avalanche photodiodes (MPD, PDM-50 series)
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that are input to a time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) module

(PicoQuant, PicoHarp 300). 

All  measurements  were conducted at  room temperature,  in  an ambient

atmosphere, and within an average excitation intensity (Iex) range of 2.5 –

17.7 W/cm2. To determine Iex, the average excitation power was measured

directly and the focal spot size area  ( Area=π D2
/4 ,  where D=diameter ) was

calculated  from  the  Gaussian  full-width-at-half-maximum  (FWHM)  of

representative emission spot size scans.  The average number of  excitons

formed per pulse was calculated according to  ⟨Nex ⟩=ln  (2)× Iex

σ|¿|( λ=400nm)

E λ=400nmΓ rep

¿,

where  E λ=400nm is  the  energy  of  400  nm excitation  and  Γ rep is  the  laser

repetition rate. The absorption cross-section, σ|¿|(λ=400nm)¿, is the cross-section

for  single photon absorption  (1PA)  at 400 nm. We assume that only  1PA

events  occur  under  the  excitation  conditions  used  here.  Two-photon

absorption (2PA) has been studied at photon energies below the bandgap,

but  not  at  photon  energies  that  compete  with  ground-state  1PA.38 We

assume the  cross-section  for  2PA  at  400  nm is  likewise  many  orders  of

magnitude smaller than the one-photon cross-section, requiring very large

peak intensities to compete with 1PA. A sequential two-photon process such

as excited state absorption (ESA) is another possibility, but the ESA cross-

section  would  need  to  be  larger  than  the  ground-state  absorption  cross-
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section for this to occur. A pump-fluence dependence of the early time (A)

and late-time (B) TRPL amplitudes confirms that one exciton is  produced

from one absorbed photon, which justifies our assumption that multiphoton

absorption processes are negligible in these experiments.39

10-minute TCSPC measurements were collected for over 130 NCs with ~30

ps  resolution,  providing  a  PL  trajectory,  time-resolved  photoluminescence

(TRPL) decay, and photon antibunching trace simultaneously. The latter is

obtained through the use of a Hanbury Brown and Twiss setup consisting of a

50/50 beamsplitter that separates the emission output onto two separate

avalanche photodiodes. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The  basic  optical  properties  of  the  CsPbBr3 NCs  investigated  here  are

summarized in  Figure 1. Ensemble absorption and PL spectra of the NCs

dispersed in hexanes, normalized to the band-edge absorption and emission

peaks,  respectively,  are  shown  in  Figure  1a.  The  band-edge  absorption

peak is at 506 nm and the PL peak is at 512 nm, with a narrow FWHM of

~100 meV. The ensemble PLQY was ~50%. A TRPL measurement for a single

NC that  is  representative  of  the  average is  shown in  Figure 1b.  At  the

lowest Iex used, all NCs decayed bi-exponentially with an average 1 = 1.8 

0.6 ns (A1 = 68%) and 2 = 6  1 ns (A2 = 32%), within the range of previous
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reports  at  room  temperature.39 A  lack  of  change  in  the  decay  times  or

amplitudes with increasing intensity  is  observed, which suggests that the

faster component may be due to a trap-assisted recombination while the

slower component is likely band-edge recombination. Single photon emission

at room temperature was observed in single NCs, as evidenced by the lack of

a coincidence peak at zero time-delay (photon antibunching) in an example

second-order intensity correlation function, g2(t) (Figure 1c). The zero time-

delay peak,  g2(0),  is  consistent  with background noise at  random delays,

while delay times at intervals equal to the inverse laser repetition rate are

due to photons detected from subsequent excitation cycles. To ensure all

NCs  investigated  were  individual  particles,  NCs  with  g2(0)  >  0.5  were

discarded from further analysis. 

Figure  1.  Optical  properties  of  10  nm  CsPbBr3 NCs.  All  single  NC

measurements were recorded using an intensity of 2.5 W/cm2. (a) Absorption
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(purple)  and  PL  (green)  spectra  of  CsPbBr3 NCs  in  hexanes.  (b)

Representative TRPL and (c) second-order intensity correlation for a single

NC. (d) Full 10-minute PL trajectory of a single NC binned at 30 ms with (e)

the corresponding PL intensity histogram of the first 100 s (black) and last

100 s (red). (f) Same PL trajectory as in (d) showing only the first and last 7 s

time intervals. 

The repetition rate of the laser used in these experiments, 300 kHz, is an

order  of  magnitude lower  than the 1-10 MHz rates often used in  pulsed,

single  NC  experiments.  This  appears  to  be  essential  for  acquiring  PL

trajectories  of  single  NCs  for  long  durations  without  substantial

photobleaching. A representative 10-minute trajectory of a single NC binned

at 30 ms, shown in Figure 1d, demonstrates the lack of PL bleaching over

this time scale. Corresponding histograms of the PL intensity during the first

and last 100 s are displayed in Figure 1e; notably, the overall PL intensity

counts  do  not  significantly  change,  but  lower  emission  intensities  are

observed  to  increase  in  frequency  while  the  higher  emission  intensities

decrease in frequency between the first and last 100 s of the PL trajectory. A

subset of the trajectory is shown in  Figure 1f, which further illustrates the

consistency in PL behavior throughout the acquisition time. In comparison,

previous work using a 2 MHz excitation source reported significant bleaching

in CsPbBr3 NCs after less than one minute of excitation.33
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The results in Figure 1 are characteristic for NCs measured at the lowest

Iex.  At  higher  Iex,  a  small  decrease  in  PL  counts  does  accompany  the

frequency change between the first and last 100 s, and a larger portion of

the NCs are completely photobleached in less than 10 minutes. The Iex values

used and the number of NCs analyzed at each intensity are summarized in

Table 1, as well as the percentage of NCs that completely photobleached

within the acquisition time. This includes a fairly small percentage of NCs at

the lowest  three intensities,  but 17 of  the 24 NCs excited at the highest

intensity of 17.7 W/cm2 experienced photobleaching within 10 minutes. 

Table  1. Excitation  intensities  and  photobleaching  statistics  of  NCs

measured.

Iex (W/
cm2)

Numb
er of
NCs

NC
photobleache

d < 10 min
(%)

2.5 39 0

4.4 35 17

8.8 36 17

17.7 24 71

While the low repetition rate largely enables long acquisition times with

minimal photobleaching, a drawback is a reduction in the overall PL counts

per second. When the photon counts from the PL trajectories are binned at

30 ms, the peaks in the PL intensity histograms overlap significantly (see
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Figure 1e and Figure S1). This prevents the histograms from being reliably

resolved into a distinguishable number of Gaussian peaks. As a result, the

choice of a threshold value to separate the PL trajectories into on and off

states  becomes  somewhat  arbitrary  and  can  greatly  affect  the  resulting

probability distributions.40,41 The choice of bin time has also been found to

affect  the  power  law  parameters,  particularly  the  on-state  truncation

time.40,41 To  avoid  binning  and  thresholding  biases,  changepoint  analysis

(CPA) was used instead to determine the number of intensity levels in each

PL trajectory. The CPA algorithm uses a generalized likelihood ratio test to

identify  locations  in  the raw photon arrival  times where intensity  change

points occur.42 The Bayesian information criterion is used to cluster change

points  into  a  discrete  number  of  intensity  levels.  With  the  number  and

location  of  intensity  changes determined,  a  bin-free  PL trajectory  can be

reconstructed. An example comparing the two analysis methods is shown in

Figure 2 for  a  NC excited at  2.5  W/cm2.  Figure S1 provides  additional

examples of representative PL intensity histograms at each Iex. 

Figure  2. PL  trajectories  and  histograms  obtained  using  two  different

analysis methods for a NC excited at 2.5 W/cm2. (a) 10 s of a PL trajectory
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binned at 30 ms in black, overlaid with corresponding CPA trajectory in red.

(b) Intensity histograms for both methods.

Probability  distributions  were  obtained  using  the  CPA  trajectories.  The

lowest intensity level is considered the off state, while the higher levels are

considered  on  states.  At  the  four  Iex used  here,  the  average  number  of

intensity levels detected using the CPA algorithm did not change (⟨N levels ⟩=¿

 2.7 levels for 2.5, 8.8, and 17.7 W/cm2; ⟨N levels ⟩=¿ 2.6 levels for 4.4 W/cm2).

As  such,  the probability  distributions  for  all  on-state levels  were grouped

together  for  improved  statistics.  On-state  probability  distributions  from

individual  NCs  that  are  representative  across  the  range  of  excitation

intensities  are  shown  in  Figure  3a.  The  probability  distributions  follow

exponentially-truncated  power  laws  that  truncate  at  earlier  times  with

increasing excitation intensity. The truncation times, c, for all NC probability

distributions  that  could  be  reliably  fit  to  a  truncated  power  law  are

summarized in Figure 3b. The distribution of c shifts towards smaller values

with increasing Iex. 
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Figure 3. (a) Sample on-state probability distributions at each Iex that follow

truncated power laws. (b) Corresponding distribution of on-state truncation

times for all NCs that could be fit to a truncated power law.

At all intensities used, the average power law slope (on) is <1.2, indicating

that on-state probability distributions of CsPbBr3 NCs are observed to decay

more  slowly  compared  to  chalcogenide  NCs  such  as  CdSe,  where  on is

consistently  between 1.2-1.8.19,21,43,44 On-state  truncation  times  vary  more

considerably in the literature due to their demonstrated sensitivity to various

experimental  conditions  such  as  photon  excitation  energy,  excitation

intensity, dielectric constant of the surrounding media, and shell thickness.

An experiment in which the photon excitation energy was identical to that

used  here,  650  meV  above  the  bandgap,  and  the  sample  preparation

consistent (dilute solution of  NCs mixed with PMMA/toluene),  the average

truncation  time  for  CdSe/ZnS  NCs  was  <0.1  s  at  an  average  exciton

formation of ⟨Nex ⟩=0.28.43 In comparison, at ⟨Nex ⟩=0.3 in this experiment, the

average  truncation  time  was  1.61  s.  Broadly,  a  reduction  in  on and  an

increase in  c suggest that CsPbBr3 NCs tend towards longer on durations

than traditional NC materials such as CdSe. 

The cause of the truncation of power law kinetics  can be investigated by

examining the intensity dependence of the truncation time in more detail.

The  average  inverse  truncation  time,  1/c,  is  displayed  as  a  function  of

excitation intensity in  Figure 4a.  The  x  axis  error  bars include the error
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associated with measuring the average power and excitation spot size, while

the  grey  shading  in  the  y  axis  direction  corresponds  to  the  standard

deviation in 1/c. The data spread in 1/c can be partially attributed to the

large sample size dispersity as the absorption cross-section of CsPbBr3 NCs

has been shown to vary linearly  with the NC volume at 3.1  eV.39 This  is

typical  for  NCs  excited  at  energies  far  above  the  band-edge  as  the  NC

absorption spectrum converges into the bulk spectrum. Since the average

number of excitons formed per pulse is proportional to the size-dependent

cross-section,  ⟨Nex ⟩=ln  (2)× Iex

σ|¿|( λ=400nm)

E λ=400nmΓ rep

¿,  changes  in  the  NC  volume

directly propagate through to  ⟨Nex ⟩. Therefore, the sample size dispersity is

expected  to  be  partially  responsible  for  the  large  data  spread  at  each

intensity point in  Figure 4a given that 1/c is dependent on  ⟨Nex ⟩, which in

turn  is  affected  by  the  NC  volume.  Differences  in  the  local  dielectric

environment surrounding each NC may be a contributor as well, namely the

configuration of oleylammonium ligands and PMMA matrix surrounding each

individual NC. 
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Figure 4. (a) Average inverse truncation time, 1/c, at each Iex used, with the

error  given  by  the  grey  shading.  The  regimes  of  excitation  in  terms  of

exciton formation are labelled. (b) Expected 1/c results for a quadratic (red)

and  linear  (grey)  intensity  dependence,  shown  with  the  experimentally

measured values (black), on a logarithmic-logarithmic scale. 

The  average  absorption  cross-section  for  10  nm  CsPbBr3 NCs  was

calculated using the volume scaling reported by Makarov et al.39 A value of

σ
|¿|( λ=400nm, 10 nm NC )=1.6 ±0.7 ×10−14  cm2

¿ is  extracted,  where  the  error  takes  into

account  the  sample  size  dispersity  of  15%.  This  is  comparable  to  our

estimate  obtained  via  scattering-corrected  absorbance  measurements  of

σ
|¿|( λ=400nm, 10 nm NC )=2.1 ±0.2 ×10−14  cm2

¿.  More  details  regarding  this  estimation  are

provided  in  the  Supplementary  Information  and  in  Figure S2.  Using  the

former  cross-section  value,  which  we  deem  more  reliable,  the  average

numbers of excitons created per pulse at the four intensities used in this

experiment are ⟨Nex ⟩ ~ 0.3, 0.5, 1, and 2, and the features in Figure 4a can
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then  be  grouped  into  two  regions:  an  increase  in  1/c with  increasing

intensity at ⟨Nex ⟩<1, and a saturation near ⟨Nex ⟩≈1.

At the lowest intensities, extracting a precise value of m, to determine the

functional form  
1
τc

∝Iex
m
,  cannot be done with significance given there are

only two data points, although it does appear to be lower than m = 2.  A

quadratic dependence with m = 2, which has been observed experimentally

in chalcogenide compositions, would suggest that the exponential truncation

of power law kinetics is due to Auger autoionization of a biexciton, where the

rate of biexciton formation scales quadratically with excitation intensity.43,45

Conversely, the DCET model predicts a linear intensity dependence of the

truncation  time  with  m  =  1,23,28 which  has  also  been  observed

experimentally.21,46 Within the framework of the DCET model, a random walk

along  diffusing  energy  surfaces  results  in  on   off  transitions  when  the

neutral and charged energy surfaces intersect. The parabolic shape of the

energy surfaces naturally results in a saturation of the power law dynamics

and leads to an exponential truncation, which is predicted to be inversely

proportional  to  the diffusion time and thus to  the  intensity.  The multiple

recombination  centers  (MRC)  model  is  a  proposed  mechanism  that  has

successfully described the observed PL dynamics in NCs as well as nanorods,

nanowires, and organic molecules in a glassy environment.29,47 In the MRC

model framework, a distribution of surface trap sites that randomly switch
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between active and inactive states gives rise to fluctuating trapping rates.

While an intensity dependence is expected to exist, since the change in the

trap conformation is  assumed to be light-induced,  the mechanism of  this

switching process has not been determined; therefore, the expected value of

m for the MRC model is unknown.

The expected results for both a linear and quadratic intensity dependence

are shown in Figure 4b, along with the experimentally measured 1/c data.

In the excitation regime of ⟨Nex ⟩<1, it appears that 1<m<2, which agrees with

results reported at low intensities for CsPbI3 NCs (m=1.3).33 This suggests

that  a  combination  of  PL  blinking  mechanisms  are  responsible  for  the

intensity dependent results presented here. The role of multi-excitons cannot

be  ignored  given  the  non-negligible  probability  of  their  formation  (for

example, 3% biexcitons per pulse at the lowest intensity used); however, if

Auger autoionization was solely responsible for the power law truncation, a

quadratic dependence with m=2 should be observed. As the repetition rate

used here allows NCs to be excited at even higher intensities without rapid

photobleaching, we are able to observe a saturation in 1/c near ⟨Nex ⟩≈1. This

behavior  also  contradicts  what  would  be  expected  if  the  dominant

mechanism were  Auger autoionization, where such a substantial saturation

should not occur until  ⟨Nex ⟩≈2. Cordones et al. observed that CdSe/ZnS NCs

exhibited a saturation in the off-state probability distributions at ⟨Nex ⟩≈1 and
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a  saturation  in  the  on-state  truncation  time  at  ⟨Nex ⟩≈2.14 The  DCET

mechanism  was  invoked  to  explain  the  off-state  saturation  at  a  single

exciton, while an Auger ionization mechanism was proposed to account for

the on-state saturation at a biexciton. 

In  contrast,  a  DCET  mechanism  appears  to  be  the  likely  trapping

mechanism responsible for the on  off kinetics observed in CsPbBr3 NCs. A

small contribution from an Auger mechanism would account for the observed

results at low intensities where 1<m<2, but the dominant mechanism must

be  diffusion-based  to  account  for  the  saturation  behavior  at  ⟨Nex ⟩≈1.  In

Figure S3, the truncation time is plotted against the probability of forming

two or more excitons as further evidence that Auger autoionization is not

primarily  responsible  for  the  on-state  truncation  (more  details  in  the

Supplementary  Information).  Several  other  reports  have  examined  PL

blinking in CsPbX3 NCs of size similar to the NCs presented here, including at

different  excitation  intensities,  but  the  presented  results  have  varied

considerably.30–33,48 Flickering  of  the  PL  has  been  reported,  where  the  PL

blinks between a bright state and a dim but not off state with short dim-time

bursts of <60 ms,31 while binary on-off blinking has also been reported.33

Photoactivation at higher powers has been observed and attributed to light-

induced structural reorganization,32 as well as rapid PL bleaching even at low

excitation intensities.33 
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The lack of  a cohesive picture of  PL blinking and in general the charge

dynamics  in  perovskite  nanocrystals  highlights  the  need  for  further

experimental  and theoretical  study.  An analogous  experiment  to  the one

presented here could be carried out with lower photon excitation energies.

Not  only  would this  reduce the size dependence of  the absorption  cross-

section, but the experiments would create charge carriers that are less hot.

In  the present  experiment,  the excess  photon energy is  650 meV,  so PL

blinking dynamics obtained with an excitation energy closer to the band-

edge could provide insight into the role of hot carriers in perovskite NCs. The

evolving synthetic field can also extend the experimental capabilities. For

example, the addition of a passivating shell would provide a barrier to charge

ejection,  likely  extending  the  on  durations  and  tuning  the  PL  blinking

behavior.  New ligands that  provide  more passivating coverage of  the NC

surface will  also affect the carrier dynamics. In addition,  achieving higher

monodispersity  should  produce  trends  with  greater  certainty,  while  new

stabilization and dispersion techniques will allow for a comparison between

polymer and polymer-free external environments. 

CONCLUSIONS

In contrast to chalcogenide NCs, perovskite CsPbBr3 NCs in only the weak

confinement regime and without a passivating shell display bright PL that

can largely be attributed to the material’s inherent defect tolerance. In this
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work,  PL trajectories  were recorded  for  over  130 CsPbBr3 perovskite  NCs

using a range of excitation intensities ( ⟨Nex ⟩=0.3−2 ). Minimal photobleaching

due  to  the  low  repetition  rate  laser  combined  with  the  use  of  the

changepoint analysis method were important to achieve a reliable extraction

of kinetics. The on-state probability distributions at all intensities yielded an

average on < 1 and c > 0.5 s, revealing that perovskite NCs tend towards

longer on durations than traditional  chalcogenide NC compositions.  In the

excitation  regime of  ⟨Nex ⟩<1,  the  on-state  truncation  time decreases  with

increasing  excitation  intensity  according  to  
1
τc

∝Iex
m
,  where  1<m<2.  A

saturation is observed near  ⟨Nex ⟩≈1, indicating that the on   off trapping

process  is  most  likely  dominated by  a  DCET blinking  mechanism,  with  a

smaller contribution from Auger autoionization.  Continued experiments and

theoretical studies are required to investigate the mechanism of PL blinking

in defect tolerant semiconductor NCs such as the lead halide perovskites,

and more broadly, to understand how these materials compare to traditional

semiconductors.
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